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ABSTRACT 

Manufacturing capability (MC) sharing is one of the 

most important innovations in cloud manufacturing 

(CMfg). In order to realize the on-demand usage of MC 

in the CMfg, the issue of how to describe MC need to 

be solved first. This paper proposes a new description 

method of MC based on description logics (DL) 

oriented to CMfg. Concepts and state of the art related 

to MC are summarized firstly, and then the 

characteristics and theoretical basis of current service 

description language are systematically analyzed. On 

this basis, the description model of MC is proposed. 

Finally, the static and dynamic information models 

based on DL of MC are mainly investigated combined 

with practical examples. 

 

Keywords: cloud manufacturing, manufacturing 
capability, description language, dynamic description 

logics 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Service, environment protection and knowledge 

innovation are the main factors in manufacturing 

competition and they are the main issued (issues) to be 

faced and solved for manufacturing enterprises. At the 

meantime, Cloud manufacturing (CMfg) as a possible 

solution and new manufacturing paradigm is proposed 

by Bohu Li and Lin Zhang(2010) , it can provide 

theoretical and technical supports for the transformation 

from production-oriented manufacturing to service-

oriented manufacturing. CMfg is a new service-oriented, 

knowledge-based, and intelligent networked 

manufacturing mode with high efficiency and lower 

consumption [Bohu Li and Lin Zhang et al. 2010]. In 

order to achieve the virtualization and servilization of 

manufacturing resources and manufacturing capability, 

CMfg is realized by combining with advanced 

manufacturing and information technologies organically,  

such as cloud computing, the internet of things, service-

oriented technologies, high performance computing, 

information system integration, etc. CMfg can provide 

users with on-demand, safe and reliable application 

services in the whole life-cycle of products through 

network. It aims to achieve the agile, service-oriented, 

green and intelligent manufacturing, is a new phase of 

networked manufacturing, as well as the materialization 

of service-oriented manufacturing. 

At presents, CMfg is in the early stage and many 

related key technologies are urgent to be solved, among 

which manufacturing capability (MC) sharing is one of 

the most important ones in CMfg. Because of its 

complexity and less relevant studies, there is no clear 

definition of MC currently. So far, although the concept 

and connotation of MC is proposed in voluminous 

literature, there are no conclusive answers yet. For 

example, Skinner proposed the concept of MC in 1969 

firstly. In his opinion, MC is a concept comprising 

many elements, such as cost, delivery time, quality, and 

the relationship between them. Richard (1973) 

considered that the capability includes knowledge, skills, 

and experience of enterprises. Khalid(2002) concluded 

that MC is an effective integration of related resources 
in the process of achieving expected target task. MC 

reflects the completion of manufacturing objective, and 

it is a performance level of the standard which is pre-sat 

by working organization [Andreas Grobler, 2006]. 

Keen(2000) commented that MC is the integration of 

intangible and tangible resources, where the tangible 

resources include labor, capital, facilities and equipment, 

and the intangible resources include information, 

procedures, equipment and the organizational system. 

The relationship between MC and enterprise 

performance is primarily discussed from the perspective 

of achieving low operating costs and high product 

quality [Siri Terjesen, 2011]. 

Combined with above definitions about MC, 

according to task demands and resource characteristics 

of CMfg, in this paper, MC is considered as a kind of 

capability which can be formally represented in the 

manufacturing activities. MC, as an important kind of 

resources in CMfg system, is a manufacturing process, 

which reflects the capability of completing a 

manufacturing task or experiment supported by related 

manufacturing resources and knowledge. According to 

the concept and characteristics of MC in CMfg, MC can 

be divided into design capability (DC), simulation 

capability (SC), product capability (PC), and many 

other capabilities related to life-cycles of complex 

products. MC is closely related to manufacturing 

activities and manufacturing resources, and can only be 
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reflected in concrete activity tasks and resource 

elements. 
In order to achieve on-demand use of MC in CMfg, 

the core technology about the formal description of MC 

needs to be solved firstly. Through the formal 

description of MC, it can realize not only the function 

sharing of resources, but also the sharing of the 

experience and knowledge in the manufacturing process, 

such as manufacturing flow, sensor data, experience of 

staff, and so on. The existing description languages of 

resources or services (such as OWL-S and WSMO) are 

difficult to meet the needs for the formal description of 

MC in CMfg because of the complexity and dynamic 

characteristics of MC. A new description language of  

MC (MCL) based on DL is presented here. The 

structure of the paper is structured as follows. The 

following section systematically analyzes and 

summarizes the characteristics and theoretical basis of 
current services description language. In section 4, 

description model of MCL is presented firstly, and then, 

the focus is shift to the static and dynamic information 

models based on DL of MC in combination with 

practical examples. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

2.1. Description logics 

Description logic (DL)[Frank Wolter et al. 2000, 

Monika, 2004] is a formal languages for knowledge 

representation particularly suitable for ontology. It is 

more expressive than propositional logic but has more 

efficient decision problems than first-order predicate 

logic. DL is used in artificial intelligence for formal 

reasoning on the concepts of an application domain. 

Importantly, it provides a logical formalism for 

ontology and the semantic web. A description logic (DL) 

model includes the following elements: concepts, roles, 

individuals and their relationships, where concepts are 

the integration of individuals, roles reflect the binary 

relation between different individuals.  

Static field knowledge can be effectively 

represented and reasoned by DL, but it is difficult to 

satisfy the representation of the dynamic feature 

knowledge of service or action, while some elements 

such as “state” or ”possible” not exist in DL. According 

to the above issues, some scholars extend the 

description logic based on action theory, dynamic logic 

and other related theories, and propose the dynamic 

description logic (DLL). DLL can not only describe 

static domain knowledge based on DL, but also achieve 

the representation and reasoning of action behavior 

based on the above knowledge. Basic symbols of DDL 

are as follows[SHEN Guohua, 2008]: 

 Concept names: 1 2, ,C C ； 

 Roles name: 1 2, ,R R ； 

 Individual constant: a，b，c…； 

 Individual variable: x，y，z…； 

 Concept operation:   ，，  and quantifier: 

 ， ； 

 Formula operation:   ，，  and quantifier: 

； 

 Action name: 
1 2, ,A A ； 

 Action construction: such as ；(synthesis)，

（ synchronization ）， * （ repeat ），？

（switch）； 

 Action variable: , ,  ； 

 State variable: u, v, w,…。 

 State change: u v  

 

Definition 1 (Concept) [Frank Wolter et al. 2000]. In 

DDL, related concept are defined as follows： 

(1) Atomic concept as P, all concept as   and 

empty concept as ; 

(2) If C and D are concepts，then the following 

are concepts: , ,C C D C D   ; 

(3) If R is a role and C is a concept ，
then . , .R C R C  are concepts; 

(4) If C is a concept, is a action, then the[ ]C is 

also a concept. 

 

Definition 2 (Action) [Frank Wolter et al. 2000]. A 

description of action like the form of expression: 

1( ...... ) ( , )n A AA x x P E , where: 

(1) A is a action name, it indicates the symbolic of 

action; 

(2) nxx ......1  are individual variable, indicating 

the operation object of action. It is also called operation 

variable; 

(3) AP  is a set of pre-conditions, it indicates that 

conditions must be satisfied before the action execution, 

form as: 

  { | }AP con con condition  ； 

(4) AE  is a set of post-conditions, it indicates the 

result set after the action execution, it can be divided 

into two subsets: head and body, where head = 

{ | }con con condition , body are also conditions, if 

each condition of head can be satisfied in statement u, 

then each condition of body will be satisfied in 

statement v. 

 

Definition 3 (Action concept) [Frank Wolter et al. 

2000]. Action of DDL is defined as follows: 

(1) Atomic action 1 n( , , )A    is a action; 

(2) if   and   are action, then the following are 

concepts: *; , ,     ; 

(3) if   is assertion formula, then ？is also a action. 
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2.2. Service description language  

The mainstream description languages of service and 

resources in current are WSMO and OWL-S. 

2.2.1. WSMO  

WSMO [JIANG Zhixiong, 2008] is a conceptual model 

describing Semantic web services. Through its 

substance, it describes different aspects of web services, 

such as discovery, excitation, assemble and so on. 

Among the different aspects, WSMO focuses on 

solving the Web Services Interoperability problem. It 

mainly includes the following four elements:  
(1) Ontology Ontology supplies the standardized 

definitions and descriptions of the message used in 

other elements, it concludes the conception, relation, 

function, axiom, the illustration of conception and 

relation, and some non-function attributes; 
(2) Service Service describes the released Service 

semantic layer’s functional attributes, and describe the 
way semantic web service communication and 

combination. 
(3) Objective describes the services’ objective type, 

describe the related users’ request. 
(4) Mediator describes the mapping relations among 

WSMO components’ objective, and how to coordinate 

and interact among different WSMO elements. 

WSMO is based on framework logic (F-logic), 

with the emphasis on describing the interoperability 

among the elements in service. WSMO, however, lacks 

the characterization of service’s state and description of 

users’ interaction. Moreover, the description of complex 

relationship between the elements in service is not 

enough either. 

 

2.2.2. OWL-S 

OWL-S [JIANG Zhixiong, 2008] is based on web 

ontological language (owl), which is recommended by 

W3C. Owl-s characterizes web service mainly in 

serviceprofile, processmodel and servicegrounding. 

Serviceprofile, which is similar to the yellow pages of 

service, describes the service’s function and relative 

properties. Processmodel characters reflect service’s 

process model, describe how a service works, and 

servicegrounding combines the process model, 

communication protocol and message format, and 

describes how to visit a service. The owl-s is based on 

description logic theory. owl-s cannot characterize the 

expression and ratiocination of services’ dynamic 

natures’ knowledge because description logic can only 

deal with the knowledge and express of service’s static 

field, can not reflect the complex logic relationship of 

service and their dynamic characteristic. 

In summary, ontology-based semantic web service 
description has been widely recognized, but there still 

exist the following deficiencies: 

(1) It cannot describe service behavior’s state 

transition and functional constraint information. The 

functional constraint information reflects only 

function’s static information of service, ignores the 

description of service dynamic QoS attributes. Because 

of the above mentioned drawbacks, it is hard to 

guarantee the comprehensive description, accurate 

match as well as composition of service; 

(2) The description of services’ ongoing interaction 

is insufficient. The complex service cannot be 

completed only through once interaction since it may 

need a series of interactions with requester or other 

service. 

(3) It is lack of characterization of the relation 

among composition elements and services since DL 

could only describe the binary relation for which simply 

relation is expressed by tree structure. Manufacturing 

capability service is multi-level and multi-dimensional 

with the emphasis on effective integration of resources 

of all kinds, so how to describe inside and outside 

complex logical relationships of service is one of the 

main problems of current service describe language. 

In short, this paper uses the current research 
achievement related to resource and service description, 

combines the features and requirements of 

manufacturing capabilities in cloud manufacturing 

mode, uses dynamic description logical relevant theory, 

studies description method mainly according to MC’s 

static information and  dynamic behavior models. 

 

3. THE DESCRIPTION MODEL OF MCL 

According to the concept and classification of MC, the 

description model of MC is proposed as shown in fig 3. 

The top-level description model of MC as follows: 

MC= (State/RelationSet, ObjectiveSet, QoSSet) 
(1) State/relationSet It mainly describes various 

complex logic relationships among elements of MC in 

the task execution process, and different states of MC, 

such as available, busy idle state, etc. 
(2) ObjectiveSet It is the core part of MC 

description model, in which the task object of MC and 

involving such matters as resources, execution process, 

performance and so on are expressed. 
(3) QoSSet It is the integration of all level services 

quality of MC, such as business-level QoS, service-

level QoS, and so on. 

Where ObjectiveSet can be further subdivided and 

abstracted as follows: 

ObjectiveSet = (InternalRelation, StaticAttribute, 

DynamicBehavior, ServiceQoS) 

In the above description model, Internal Relation is the 

logical relationship among inside elements of MC, it is 

also the subset of State/relationSet refer to top-level 

description model of MC. StaticAttribute mainly 

describes static attribute of MC including basic function 

information, resources description information, 

historical cases information and so on. 
DynamicBehavior is mainly describes the dynamic 

information in the execution process of MC, such as 

operation process, completion situation, state 

transformation, timing interaction, etc. ServiceQoS is 

the service-level QoS description of MC; it is the subset 

of QoSSet in the above top-level description model of 

MC 
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Fig.3. The description model of MC 

In addition, ontology library and rule library are 

built in order to provide a support for the formal 

description and application reasoning of MC as shown 

in fig 3. In which ontology library includes filed 

ontology, state ontology, application ontology and basic 

terms of MC such as concepts, roles and relations, it is 

the precondition for achieving semantic match of MC. 

Rule library mainly includes various rules related to 

application process of MCS, such as transfer rule, 

reasoning rule, execution rule, assessment rule, 

evolution rule, etc. It provides a basis for realizing all 

kinds of intelligent reasoning. 

This paper mainly studies on static attributes and 

dynamic behavior of MC as follows. 
 

3.1. Static attribute modeling 

In this section, static attribute framework of MC based 

on DL is proposed by combining “from top to bottom” 

level description method. The top level is static attribute 

description model of MC, which is defined as follows: 

Definition 4 (MC static description model) the static 

attribute description model of MC (MC_SD) can be 

abstractly represented by a triple as follows:  

MC_SD= (Objective, Resources, MCase) 

Where Objective is the manufacturing task, it is the 

basic information description set of expected target of 

MC. Resources generally are the various resources 

related to perform some tasks or activities. MCase 

includes relevant information related to cases of MC. 

All the above expression are concept of ontology, and 

expressed based on DL as follows: 

MC_SD ::=( hasObjective. Objective)   

(  hasResources.Resources)   ( hasMcase. Mcase) 

Above concepts in definition 4 could be further defined 

by following defines:  

 

Definition 5 (Objective) Mission objective of MC 

could be expressed by a triple is defined as: 

Objective= (Basicinfo, Requirement, Goalfeature) 

Where Basicinfo mainly describes the basic 

information of one task, such as task name, function 

introduction, category, transaction mode, accounting 

policy, etc. Requirement reflects the basic conditions 

and relevant constraints involved in the process of one 

task. Goalfeature mainly describes the feature of the 

expected target oriented to a task, for example, in order 

to product a component by a manufacturing task, which 

Goalfeature means the various information about the 

component including quality, performance, cost, 

delivery time and so on. 

This model can be represented by DL such that: 

Objective ::=( hasBasicinfo.Basicinfo)   

(  hasRequirement.Requirement)   

(  hasGoalfeature.Goalfeature) 

Definition 6 (Resources) manufacturing resources 

could be defined by a binary, and then expressed by DL 

as follows: 

Resources= (MajorRs, AuxiliaryRs, HumanRs) 

Resources ::=(  hasMajorRs. MajorRs)   

(  hasAuxiliaryRs. AuxiliaryRs)   ( has HumanRs. 

HumanRs) 

MajorRs::=( MRsBasicinfo. Basicinfo)   

(  MRsFeature.Feature)   

(  MRsAwareinfo.Awareinfo) 

AuxiliaryRs::=( ARsBasicinfo. Basicinfo)  

HumanRs::=( HRsBasicinfo.Basicinfo)   

(  HRsSkill. K&Skill)   

(  HRsAchievement.Achievement) 

Where MajorRs is the major resources of MC, for 

example, the MajorRs of software MC is the 

manufacturing software, On the contrary, other 

resources relevant software’s MC called auxiliary 

resources (AuxiliaryRs) such as computing resources. 
This paper mainly studies on MajorRs. It consists of 

MRsBasicinfo, MRsFeature and MRsAwareinfo, in 

which MRsBasicinfo describes the basic information of 
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major resources, for instance, equipment model, 

production area, buying time, etc. MRsFeature 

describes the detail parameters of resources including 

equipment process, outline dimension and so on. 

MRsAwareinfo includes perceptive information of 

equipment in execution, such as idle state, running state 

and so on. In addition, human resources (HumanRs) is 

defined as a special resources as distinct from MajorRs 

and AuxiliaryRs in this model because of knowledge 

and experience sharing in CMfg. It describes the 

information of personal and organization related to the 

manufacturing process, including HRsBasicinfo (basic 

information of human), HRsSkill (personnel 

composition, personnel’s seniority, duty division, 

knowledge skill) and HRsAchievement(education, 

training, awarded, and relevant achievement). 

 

Definition 6 (MCase) Case of MC is represented by a 
triple such that: 

MCase=(Mcasebasicinfo, Accomplishment) 

Where Mcasebasicinfo is the basic information of case, 

it includes user requirement, completion time and others. 

Accomplishment includes more complete information of 

one task. It is formulated by DL as: 

MCase::=(  hasMcasebasicinfo. Mcasebasicinfo)   

(  has Accomplishment. Accomplishment)  

 

3.2. Dynamic behavior modeling 

Definition 7 (Constraints) In DDL various constraints 

like , ( ), ( . ),C C p R p q p q   and p q , where 

, ip q N  

 As , ip q N , each constraint has 

corresponding assertion formula, such that: 

p q  and p q denote respectively, 

individual p  equal q  and individual p  not 

equal q in knowledge base. 

 To integer, real number, constraints can be 

expressed as mathematical equations and 

inequalities. For example, p q n  , 

p q n  , where , ip q N  n is a constant. 

 
Definition 8 (Action behavior model of MCS) Action 

behavior description models of MCS based on DDL is 

defined as: 

1 2_ ( , , , ) ( , )n S SMCS AB P E     

Where 

 MCS_AB is the action name of MCS, it is the 

action’s unique identif ier; 

 1 2, , , n    are operation variable, are 

indicate the object of operation; 

 SP  is a set of requirement conditions, it 

indicates that equirement conditions must be 

satisfied before the action execution, form as: 

SP ={Res|Res∈Requirement } 

 SE is a set of result conditions, it indicates the 

result set is generation after the action 

execution, it is the set of constraint subset: 

head and body, where head={h|h ∈
Requirement }，body={b|b∈Requirement } 

 

Definition 9 (Execution process description model of 

MCS) If there are two processes A and B, includes four 

types : Sequence(；), Synchronization(  ), Iterate(*), 

Switch(?), iff the follow constraints are satisfied: 

 Sequence(A,B)|=A;B, satisfy 

]}[][,,,|,{ wvSvuSWwvuwu BA 

 

 Synchronization(A,B)|=AB, satisfy  

]}[][,,|,{ vuSvuSWvuvu BA 

 

 Iterate(A)|=A*, satisfy 

}][][,,|,{  vuSvuSWvuvu AA

 

 Switch(B)|=B?, satisfy  

}|,|,{ BuWuuu   

Definition 10 (State description model of MCS) State 

description of MCS is composition of all assertion such 

as individuals, attributes and relations of each state. Let 

w is the set of assertion formula, define 1{ , , }nw    , 

and 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) { , , , , , }I I w I w I w

i j kI w C A E    is the 

interpretation of w, is also called model of w, 

abbreviated as: ( )( ) { , }I I wI w    .Where I is the 

domain of interpretation, ( )I w is the function of 

interpretation. Atomic concept iC  maps a set I I

iC   , 

relation jA maps a set 
I I I

jA    , every individual 

maps a set 
I I

jE    

Definition 11 (State transformation model of MCS) 

Let two interpretation models of state u and state v in 

MCS: ( )( ) { , }I I uI u    , ( )( ) { , }I I vI v    ,then let MCS 

( , )S SS P E ,there exists a state transformation: 

u v ,and dynamic attribute i will be changed 

accordingly, iff it satisfy the following conditions: 

 1 2( ) | iI u         , where i SP  ; 

 Every ordered pair head/body in set SE , 

satisfy: 1 2( ) | iI u         

1 2( ) | iI v         , where 

i head  , i body  ; 

 There exists MCS attribute set: 

( , )Attribute Satt Datt of S, where Satt is 

the set of static attribute, Datt is the set of 

dynamic attribute, and i Datt  , when state 

of MSC is changed, the i will be changed 

accordingly. 

 So it expresses the state v generated from u in S, and 

defined as: [ | ]iS u v  . 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

Manufacturing capability sharing is a core of CMfg 

philosophy. Meanwhile, formal description of MC is the 

key technologies to achieve on-demand use. This paper 

studies the description method of MC based on 

description logics by combining the concept and 

characteristics of MC, and then the static information 

and dynamic information models based on DL of MC 

are mainly investigated. In the future, a prototype of 

MC formal description will be developed according to 

above proposed methods and related technologies. 
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